A theoretical model based on standard molecular-orbital theory and extended Htickel approach is proposed. This model is valid for amorphous group IV semiconductors and represents a substantial improvement of the state of the art.
INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that cluster approach, extended Htickel theory, and standard molecular-orbital theory may be employed to analyze the fundamental aspects of electronic density of states and infrared spectra in amorphous group IV semiconductors [1] [2] . On the other hand, to apply standard molecular-orbital theory, a conventional perturbation method must be used. The aim of this paper is to achieve a main formula as a summary of a quantum-mechanical development that includes cluster approach, extended Htickel theory, and conventional molecular-orbital theory as basic ingredients. g(x, y, z, E) Z Iq/n(X, Y, z)12g(E En) (1) where g denotes local density of states in a cluster, n are the eigenfunctions associated with EHT (Extended Htickel Theory), g is the Dirac function, E is energy, E denotes energy eigenvalues, and x, y, z are the cartesian coordinates.
Hence, the total density of states of the cluster is given by:
where D is the volume of the cluster.
The set of discrete eigenvalues E,1 arises from a consideration of clusters isolated in vacuum. A cluster approach can be realized by using a number of methods, but these methods must satisfy some conditions; one of these conditions is that finite clusters of the same size can take up distinct configurations, and it is important to have a configuration average of these clusters [4] . Now, we consider the basic equations associated with EHT-MO (molecular orbital), namely [3] [6] by means of the following expression:
Is noq/p
E Ep with q,l} the kth perturbed term and asp <,slI2Isp *p>, I2Isp being the corresponding hamiltonian of perturbation.
From (5) and (7) 
